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U.S. consumer confidence rises for second 
straight month in September - Reuters News  

WASHINGTON, Sept 27(Reuters) - U.S. consumer confidence increased for a 
second straight in September, lifted by labor market resilience and falling 
gasoline prices, a survey showed on Tuesday. 

The Conference Board said its consumer confidence index rose to 108.0 this 
month from 103.6 in August. Economists polled by Reuters had forecast the 
index climbing to 104.5. 

 



The survey's present situation index, based on consumers' assessment of 
current business and labor market conditions,  

increased to 149.6 from 145.3 in August. Its expectations index, based on 
consumers' short-term outlook for income, business and labor market conditions, 
increased to 80.3 from 75.8 in August. 

U.S. Aug single-family home sales data - 
Reuters News  

Sept 27 (Reuters) - U.S. Commerce Department reported sales of new single-
family homes, seasonally adjusted, with percent changes from prior month 
(numbers in 
1,000s).                  Pct     Aug   July   Aug'21 

Total units:            28.8     685    532     686 

By  region:              Pct     Aug   July 

Northeast               66.7      25     15 

Midwest                 16.7      63     54 

South                   29.4     467    361 

West                    27.5     130    102 

Total sales of new single-family homes fell 0.1 percent from August 2021. 

 
In 1,000s:                        Aug    July 

Actual units sold:                 55      43 

Sale prices: 

Median:                          436.8  466.3 

Average:                         521.8  556.7 

Note: Actual number of new single-family units sold is not seasonally adjusted. 

Number of months:                  Aug    July 

Supply of homes                    8.1    10.4 

1,000 units                        Aug    July 

End-month inventory                461     459 

FORECAST: 

Reuters survey of economists forecast: U.S. Aug. new home sales 0.500 mln 
units 



 

U.S. core capital goods orders surge in 
August - Reuters News  

WASHINGTON, Sept 27(Reuters) - New orders for U.S.-made capital goods 
increased more than expected in August, suggesting a rebound in business 
spending on equipment in the third quarter, though some of the rise in orders 
reflected higher prices. 

Orders for non-defense capital goods excluding aircraft, a closely watched proxy 
for business spending plans, surged 1.3% last month, the Commerce 
Department said on Tuesday. These so-called core capital goods orders gained 
0.7% in July. The data is not adjusted for inflation. 



 

Economists polled by Reuters had forecast core capital goods orders rising 
0.2%.  

Core capital goods shipments rose 0.3% after climbing 0.6% in July. Core capital 
goods shipments are used to calculate equipment spending in the gross 
domestic product measurement. 

Data this month showed production at U.S. factories barely rose in August amid 
the Federal Reserve's aggressive monetary policy tightening to fight inflation.  

The U.S. central bank last week raised its policy interest rate by 75 basis points, 
its third straight increase of that size. It signaled more large increases to come 
this year.  

Business spending on equipment contracted by the most in two years in the 
second quarter.  



U.S. home prices down 0.6 pct in July -- FHFA 
- Reuters News  

Sept 27 (Reuters) - U.S. Federal Housing Finance Agency home 

price index: 

                  Jul   Jun   (Prev)      Jul'22/21 

      Pct change  -0.6  +0.1  +0.1         +13.9 

 
                  Jul   Jun   (Prev)      Jul 2021 

      Index       395.2 397.6 398.0        347.1 

NOTES: The home price index is calculated using purchase prices of houses 
financed with mortgages that have been sold to or guaranteed by Fannie Mae 
FNMA.OB or Freddie Mac FMCC.OB. 

Revisions to building permits-Commerce 
Dept - Reuters News  

Sept 27 (Reuters) - The Commerce Department on Tuesday revised U.S. 
building permit data issued on Sept. 20. 

All rates are seasonally adjusted annual rates in 1,000s of units. 

PCT 

CHANGE      Aug  (Prev)    July   (Prev)  Aug'22/21  (Prev) 

Permits      -8.5  -10.0    -0.6    -0.6     -13.0    -14.4 

 
RATES          Aug  (Prev)    July   (Prev)   Aug'21 (Prev) 

Permits     1,542  1,517   1,685   1,685     1,772    1,772 

 
PERMITS        Aug  (Prev)    July   (Prev)   Aug'21 (Prev) 

Single        900    899     932     932     1,061    1,061 

Multiple      642    618     753     753       711      711 

REGIONAL BREAKDOWN 

               Pct   (Prev)   Rate   (Prev) 

 
Northeast    -15.9  -15.2     138     139 

reuters://REALTIME/Verb=FullQuote/ric=FNMA.OB
reuters://REALTIME/Verb=FullQuote/ric=FMCC.OB


 
Midwest       -6.0   -6.5     202     201 

 
South        -10.9  -13.5     826     802 

 
West          -0.8   -1.1     376     375 

Actual Permits, unadjusted in 1,000s: 

               Aug   (Prev)   July   (Prev)   Aug'21 (Prev) 

             139     136    134     134       157       157 

China's industrial profit declines accelerate 
as demand weakens - Reuters News  

BEIJING, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Profits at China's industrial firms shrank at a faster 
pace in January-August, as strict COVID restrictions and a deepening property 
slump weighed on domestic demand, adding to uncertainties about the faltering 
economy. 

Industrial profits fell 2.1% in the first eight months of 2022 from a year earlier, 
after a 1.1% drop logged in January-July, according to data from the National 
Bureau of Statistics (NBS) released on Tuesday. 



 

The bureau did not report standalone figures for August and July. 

China's economy showed surprising resilience in August, with faster-than-
expected growth in factory output and retail sales, but a property crisis and 
COVID lockdowns weighed on the outlook. (Full Story) 

"The economic recovery is facing more uncertainties, as the momentum was 
disturbed by a variety of unexpected and external factors such as extreme hot 
weather, regional power restrictions and COVID flare-ups," said Bruce Pang, a 
chief economist at Jones Lang Lasalle. 

From January to August, 25 out of 41 major industrial sectors saw profits decline. 

Profit growth in the mining sector slowed to 88.1% on year in January-August 
from a 105.3% expansion in the first seven months, due to weaker commodity 
prices. 

The manufacturing sector reported further declines in profits, dropping 13.4% in 
the first eight months, speeding up from a 12.6% fall in January-July. 

reuters://REALTIME/verb=NewsStory/ric=nL1N30N05L


"China will accelerate the implementation of policies to expand demand, and 
promote a sustainable and stable recovery of the industrial economy," Zhu Hong, 
senior NBS statistician, said in a separate statement. 

Analysts see China's current zero-COVID policy as a major constraint on the 
economy and say there is little chance Beijing will relax its zero-COVID policy 
before the Communist Party Congress in October. 

"Weaker exports and property market mean that the remaining source of growth 
support is consumption, in our view. To unleash that, a shift in China's COVID 
management approach is needed," Morgan Stanley said in a research note. 

"We expect policymakers to take important steps in the coming months that 
would allow reopening from spring 2023."  

In late August, cities from Shenzhen to Chengdu and Dalian rolled out COVID 
curbs aimed at stamping out fresh outbreaks.(Full Story) 

China's industrial output rose 4.2% from a year earlier in August, quickening from 
a 3.8% rise in July. 

Liabilities at industrial firms jumped 10.0% from a year earlier in August, slightly 
slower than the 10.5% growth in July. 

One bright spot in the bleak set of figures was seen in the automobile sector, 
which has enjoyed purchase tax cuts and saw profits double in August. 

Profits in the power industry rose 1.58 times year-on-year in August, driven by 
high demand for electricity due to hot weather. 

China's southwestern Sichuan province and Chongqing city rationed power used 
for industrial production in August, as drought curtailed hydropower generation 
while residents ramped up electricity usage during crippling heat waves.(Full 
Story) 

China's cabinet in late August offered another slew of stimulus to revive the 
faltering economy, including raising the quota on policy financing tools by 300 
billion yuan.(Full Story) 

Industrial profits data covers large firms with annual revenues above 20 million 
yuan from their main operations. 

reuters://REALTIME/verb=NewsStory/ric=nL1N3060D8
reuters://REALTIME/verb=NewsStory/ric=nL1N3060HL
reuters://REALTIME/verb=NewsStory/ric=nL1N3060HL
reuters://REALTIME/verb=NewsStory/ric=nL1N3000SW


Oil rises from 9-month low on U.S. Gulf 
supply cuts, softer dollar - Reuters News  

• BP, Chevron cut offshore oil production ahead of Hurricane Ian  
• Iraq says OPEC monitoring prices, seeks market balance 
• Coming up: API supply report at 2030 GMT 

By Alex Lawler 

LONDON, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Oil rose more than 1% on Tuesday from a nine-
month low a day earlier, supported by supply curbs in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico 
ahead of Hurricane Ian and a slight softening in the U.S. dollar. 

Analyst expectations that the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries 
and allies, known as OPEC+, may take action to stem the drop in prices by 
cutting supply also lent support. OPEC+ meets to set policy on Oct. 5. 

Brent crude LCOc1 rose $1.26, or 1.5%, to $85.32 a barrel by 1120 GMT. On 
Monday it fell as low as $83.65, the lowest since January. U.S. West Texas 
Intermediate (WTI) crude CLc1 was up $1.06, or 1.4%, at $77.77. 

Crude soared in early 2022, with Brent coming close to its all-time high of $147 in 
March after Russia invaded Ukraine, adding to supply concerns. Worries about 
recession, high interest rates and dollar strength have since weighed. 

"Oil is currently under the influence of financial forces," said Tamas Varga of oil 
broker PVM. "In the meantime, relief rallies, like the one this morning caused by 
Hurricane Ian in the U.S. Gulf, are viewed as temporary phenomena." 

A lull in the strength of the U.S. dollar, which earlier hit a 20-year high, provided 
some support. A strong dollar makes crude more expensive for buyer using other 
currencies and tends to weigh on risk assets. USD/ 

Supply cuts were back in focus on Tuesday lending some support. BP and 
Chevron said on Monday they shut production at offshore platforms in the Gulf of 
Mexico as Hurricane Ian approached the region. (Full Story) 

The price drop has raised speculation that OPEC+ could intervene. Iraq's oil 
minister on Monday said the group was monitoring prices and didn't want a sharp 
increase or a collapse. (Full Story) 

"Only a production cut by OPEC+ can break the negative momentum in the short 
run," said Giovanni Staunovo and Wayne Gordon of Swiss bank UBS. 

reuters://REALTIME/Verb=FullQuote/ric=LCOc1
reuters://REALTIME/Verb=FullQuote/ric=CLc1
reuters://REALTIME/verb=Headlines/ric=USD/
reuters://REALTIME/verb=NewsStory/ric=nL1N30X1XO
reuters://REALTIME/verb=NewsStory/ric=nL1N30X2E0


In focus also on Tuesday will be the latest U.S. inventory reports, which analysts 
expect will show a 300,000-barrel increase in crude stocks. The American 
Petroleum Institute's report is out at 2030 GMT. 
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